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The submitted dissertation is logically structured into seven chapters, bibliography and
appendixes. You demonstrate the ability of sophistical reflection of reviewed literature based
on your practice. You have clearly defended your opinions.

The aim of research - to offer a history-overview of institutionalization in the Czech
Republic and to demonstrate the development ofCommunity Based altematives on two group
homes - was successfully attained. The methodology - unstructured interview, unstructuredObservation and standardized choice questionnaire - was well chosen, though

I have some
comments to the use of unstructured Observation

- see suggestions for questions to be

answered at the Viva.

Nevertheless you have conñrmed in your dissertation critical understanding and ability
to work with case study method.

You proved the ability to analyze the data gained by quantitative as well as qualitative

means.Well done!

The suggestions for improvements:

o The International Classification of Diseases - Tenth Addition (ICD-IO) was
published by WHO in 1992, not 1993 (see page 14).

o Be careful with bibliography cited (see e.g. page 29, 30, etc. - you mention the
source “Barbara & Siska, 2006”, nevertheless it should be “Varm & Siska,
2006).



The suggestions for questions to be answered at the viva are the following:

o What do you mean by the term “unstructured observation”? I believe that due

to the characteristics of reliable use of Observation in research, this method

should be always well prepared and structured at least to some extent.

Moreover you state at page 54 that concerning Observation you wanted to “find

out how the group home was set up and organized and how the group home

atmosphere was”. Isn”t that at least a minimal of structure for observation?

What is your opinion? Justify.

I recommend the dissertation to be accepted to the viva.
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